We will offer:
- Creating a resume in Japanese
- Important tips on choosing companies
- How to prepare
- Advice on smooth communication in Japanese

**For International Students**

Now Accepting Application for Individual Consultations for Job Hunting in December 2019!

**Schedule of Individual Consultations**

Period of Time: Approximately one hour per person
- December 4 (Wed), December 9 (Mon), December 11 (Wed)
  - 10:00~, 11:00~, 12:00~, 13:00~

Place: 402 Reference & Consultation Room,
  Center for Japanese Language and Culture
  (4F Faculty of Regional Studies Building, General Education Building)

Application Method:
Please send us an e-mail in advance and include the following six information:
- Name,
- Faculty/Graduate School,
- Grade,
- Student ID number,
- E-mail address and Tel,
- Supervisor's name,

Desired time (first come, first served)
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Gifu University Organization for Promotion of Glocalization
E-mail: cghog@gifu-u.ac.jp  Tel: 058-293-2011